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Abstarct 

Fiscal Code has brought many changes in the structure of the expenses used to calculate the results of the exercise and, thus, 

the profits tax. It treats the three items of expense categories (deductibles, with limited deductibility and non-deductible), bringing 

numerous changes in the structure of each of them. Expenses is recorded as decreases in economic benefits during the accounting 

period as outflows or decreases in assets and increases in the value of debt, which is reflected in the reductions of equity, other than 

those arising from their distribution to shareholders. The Fiscal Code has brought many changes to tax legislation in Romania, all 

the titles being affected, a particular importance being awarded to the changes regarding to the expenses deductibility, items that 

are the subject of this material. The basic concept regarding the deduction of expenses has been reformulated in the Fiscal Code, so 

that - currently - are deductible expenses that are performed for business purposes, unlike the general rule of deductibility valid until 

31 December 2015, that were deductible only those expenses incurred in order to achieve taxable income. 
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1.Introduction 
The result, measured as an accumulation of incomes, has been the focus of numerous specialist research over the 

past two decades and does not appear that this literature might be about to break down and become uninteresting to 

analysts. Periodic determination of income has always been difficult due to a lack of consensus regarding the definition 

of this concept. 

Positioning the concept of result at company's level and his measurement în accounting calls for the 

establishment of some agreements and finding an equation to determine him. The result measurement is performed in 

relation to income and cost, as the difference between them. In contrast to the economic result, the accounting result 

belongs to an economic entity and has as objective the measurement of its output activity. He is determined 

periodically as surplus of the entity economic cycle. Through the method of its calculation, the accounting result is 

oriented to past and show progress over a period of time. In accounting, reporting the obtained result, profit or loss, 

should be performed regularly. This is because the owners should receive annual reports on profits, the state requests 

the payment of tax on annual profit, and the management use the financial statements prepared monthly or more often 

to track the performance of the company. Determination of profit under the generally accepted accounting principles is, 

thus, a fundamental objective of accounting. Users of financial statements information, knowing these principles, 

understand the definition of net income and have take into account the advantages and disadvantages of this indicator in 

the analysis of business activity. 

At the end of the exercise, in order to determine the accounting result, the revenues and expenses should be, 

adjusted, estimated or even anticipated. These estimates and anticipations lead to a creativeresult adjustment according 

to the economic and financial objectives of the company. 

 

2. The exercise result and the financial position of the company 

During the accounting period, any company sets its objectives, such as immediate profit and long-term 

continuity. To achieve those goals, the company buys, sells, manufactures, pays salaries and taxes, invests in machinery 

and equipment, place their financial surpluses in the capital of other companies or perform other operations that 

consume resources and produce results. These transactions give rise, each time, to costs and generate revenue that 

modifies the company's financial position. Accounting result is the total amount of the profit or loss of a period 

determined on the basis of accounting data. It can be calculated in two ways: 

- as the difference between revenues and expenses incurred by an enterprise during a period, according to the 

folowing formula: 

Exercise result for „n„ year = Total revenues for ”n” year – Total expenses for ”n” year 

 

- by comparing equity capital related to two consecutive exercises without taking into account the transactions 

with owners, based on the following formula for calculation: 
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Exercise result   =   Equity at the closure   -   Equity at the the beginning    +/-  Owners contribution 

   for „n„ year         of ”n” year exercise             of ”n” year exercise                on ”n” year exercise 

  

Financial position represents the financial situation of an entity at a time, represented by assets, liabilities and 

equity. It shows the company's ability to adapt to the environmental changes in which the company operates. 

Information concerning financial position of company position are primarily given by the balance sheet. 

Financial position fundamental equation is: 

Asset - Liabilities= Owner's Equity 

An enterprise has a positive financial position when equity is greater or at least equal with liabilities with 

economic value. In this case, the company can pay its obligations to third parties both during activity and at the time his 

activity is finished. The interdependence between the result and the elements that compose the financial position can be 

illustrated as follows:                                             

                                                                            + Assets 

                                                        Profit           - Liabilities 

                                                                            + Equity 

           Exercise result  

= Revenues – Expenses              

                                                                            - Assets 

                                                        Loss            + Liabilities 

                                                                            - Equity 

As much as the result grows, his influence is felt by increasing assets and equity, respectively reducing debt. In 

this situation, the indebtedness decrease, which lead to an increase of the financial position. Reporting the result at the 

financial position lead to the determination of the absolute size of the amount of profit. On the other hand, the result 

contribution for improving financial position is assessed using financial rate of return on equity. This is the company's 

ability to achieve net profit throught the equity engaged in its activity. 

 

3. The exercises result and the company performances 
The performance means the level of competitiveness of a company which ensures a sustainable presence on the 

market. The performance is an indicator of a potential future results which occurs due to satisfying strategic goals and 

not characterizing a moment situation. The performance is multiple, being different according to the person who 

evaluates it, because each of them sees it from his point of view. Performant enterprise is the one that reconciles all its 

partner expectations: create value for shareholders and customers, take account of the opinion of its employees and 

respects the environment. Thereforethe, shareholders are satisfied because the enterprise has achieved the desired 

profitability, customers are confident in the future of the company and in the quality of its products and services, 

lenders are interested in the company solvency, employees are proud of their job and the company enjoys the adopted 

environmental protection policy.  

The financial performance of an entity refers to the results it obtains from the resources they control, to the 

components of these results and the characteristics of these components. 

Initially measured in terms of earnings, performance is analyzed either by the company development, either by 

returns and profits obtained, either pin treasury. The financial market development and the financial communication 

requirements on the anticipation of future corporate performance imposed by investors requires measuring the 

performance in a dynamic way. The economic and financial performance analysis of the company focuses on 

highlighting the way that company result is obtained, emphasizing his structure, taking into account the 

interdependencies between constituents and factors that affect the level of these performances. 

Measuring the performance can be achieved through gross profit or through the profitability rate of exploitation. 

Gross profit or profit mass is determined, in economic terms, as the difference between revenues and expenses. 
It expresses the mass of profit, its absolute value. It shows a side of the performance but not the defining one, because it 

depends on the interrelation of elements such as turnover, revenues and expenses of the enterprise. The link between 

these elements must be viewed in relative terms and not absolute. For example, a high turnover, accompanied by heavy 

expenses can lead to loss. Therefore, it must be established the weight of these influence elements and not their 

absolute size. 

Exploitation rate of return is calculated as the ratio between the gross profit and the turnover. This indicator 

shows the profitability or the relative size of the profit. The rate of return gives size to the company performance, ie the 

ability of the company to obtain profit. Based on the economic approach of the performance, along with revenues and 

expenses considered when the financial performance is calculated, arise the gains and losses on change in equity due to 

the evolution of different sources, except those generated by operations with the owners. This information leads to an 

indicator that designs new dimensions of companies performance analysis, namely the overall result. It measurement 

determines the size of the entity economic performance. The formula used for performance characterization is as 

follows: 

Profit (loss) for the period recognized in the profit and loss account 

+/- Revenues/expenses, gains/losses recognized directly in equity  
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+/- Profit / loss from the effects of changes in accounting policies 

+/- Profit / loss from the effects of the correction of fundamental errors 

               = Company Performance (Global result)  

 

The concept of global result is wider than the accounting result reflected in the profit and loss account. It 

includes net income of the exercise adjusted by the amount of gains or losses, of which the most common are 

unrealized gains or losses, which in our country are the result of the revaluation of tangible and intangible assets and of 

the adjustments arising from the conversion of foreign entities accounts. 

In the current economic context, dominated by the development of multinational companies, financial 

information users are increasingly interested in the company performance determined on the basis of global result. In 

measuring the performance of a company is necessary to have recourse to both the financial results and an overview of 

internal and external influencing factors (economic environment, human capital, the organization of management, etc.). 

 

4. Amendments regarding expense deductibility under the new Fiscal Code 
The new Fiscal Code has brought many changes to fiscal legislation in Romania, all the titles being affected. Of 

these, we keep under review the Title II - Income Tax, a particular importance giving to its amendments regarding 

expenses deductibility. The Fiscal Code approved by Law no. 227/2015 maintaines the expenses categories, 

respectively: deductible, with limited deductibility and non-deductible, but brought many changes for each of them. 

 

 4.1. Deductible expenses 

They are carried out for business purposes, including those covered by laws in force and registration taxes, fees 

and contributions payable for chambers of commerce and industry, organizations and trade unions. The impact of new 

changes is significant given that the general recognition of deductible expenditure being changed from that in order to 

realize the taxable income in pursuing an economic activity. The new Fiscal Code has expanded the coverage of 

deductible expenses, eliminating the possibility of interpretation of some situations, including: 

- advertising and publicity expenses incurred for the purpose of popularizing the company, the products or the 

services, and the costs associated with the production of materials needed for broadcasting advertising messages. Are 

included in the category of advertising and publicity expenses the assets to be granted during advertising campaigns as 

samples for testing products and the demonstrations at points of saleas, well as other goods and services provided in 

order to stimulate sales; 

- expenses with travel and accommodation in the country and abroad also for other persons considering that 

these expenses are incurred in connection with works performed or services provided by them for the business purposes 

of the taxpayer; 

- expenses for marketing, market research, promotion on existing or new markets, participation in fairs and 

exhibitions, business missions, publishing own informational materials; 

- research costs and also development costs that do not qualify for recognition as intangible assets in accounting 

terms; 

- expenses for management improvement, information systems, introduction, maintenance and improvement of 

quality management systems, obtaining certification in accordance with the quality standards; 

- expenditure for environmental protection and resource conservation; 

- expenditure on editing publications that are recorded as returns during the determination of taxable profit on 

the basis of supporting documents and within the quotas set out in the distribution contracts; 

- expenses arising from VAT where the VAT relates to goods or services purchased for business purposes, such 

as applying pro rata, making adjustments, value added tax paid in an EU Member State; 

- expenses for health and safety at work, according to the law; 

- costs of insurance premiums for insurance of professional risks performed according to specific legislation; 

- expenses incurred as a result of the refund of the grants received by the Government, government agencies and 

other national and international institutions. 

 

4.2. Expenses with limited deductibility 

The changes that have been introduced are as follows: 

a) the protocol expense deductibility is permissible in a limit of 2% of the taxable value determined as follows: 

Accounting profit + Income tax expenses +The expenses with the protocol + Expenses with VAT collected for 

gifts offered by the taxpayer with value greater than 100 lei 

The calculation basis has been changed regarding to the requirements of the old Tax Code, becoming clearer and 

easier to determine (previously it was defined as the difference resulting from the total taxable income and total 

expenses related to taxable income other than entertainment expenses and income tax). 

b) sponsorship expenses 

Taxpayers who make sponsorships deduct the amounts related from the payable income tax at the level of the 

minimum value between the following: 

- the amount calculated by applying 5 ‰ to the turnover, but not more than 20% of the income tax due. 
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c) social spending 

Social spending will be constituted in a limit not exceeding a increased rate of up to 5% on the the amount of 

expenses with staff salaries. 

d) exemption from taxation of reinvested profit 

It is noted the extension of the scope of exemption on reinvested profit for computers and billing equipment 

used for business purposes (Class 2.2.9 "Electronic computers and peripheral equipment. Machines and cash registers, 

control and invoicing" from Catalog). 

e) expenses representing meal vouchers and holiday vouchers provided by employers are deductible within the 

limit, depending on their nature, as follows: 

- regarding meal vouchers, employees have allocated a number of vouchers for the number of working days 

from the month for which the distribution is made (food vouchers are distributed monthly in the last decade of each 

month for the following month) and their corresponding value is considered deductible expense when the profit tax is 

calculeted. 

- in terms of holiday vouchers, the maximum amounts that can be given to employees represent the equivalent 

of six gross minimum salaries guaranteed in payment for an employee during a fiscal year. The legal framework is the 

Government Emergency Ordinance no. 8/2009 on granting holiday vouchers, as amended and supplemented, and the 

Government Decision no. 215/2009 approving the Methodological Norms on granting holiday vouchers, as amended 

and supplemented. Holiday vouchers were introduced by the new Fiscal Code, the old one referring only to meal 

vouchers. 

f) reductions, perishable losses incurred from handling/storage, according to the law, are treated as expenses 

with limited deductibility when the profit tax is calculated. As against the old tax code, currently, in this category were 

included the reductions and losses resulting from handling/storage. 

g) a category of expenditure with limited deductibility is the newly introduced technological losses, which are 

contained in the own consumption norm required to manufacture a product or a service. 

h) the legal reserve is deductible to a maximum rate of 5% on accounting profit to which are added profit tax 

expenses. For the deductibility is taken into account not to exceed one fifth of the subscribed and paid capital or of the 

assets, as applicable. The new tax code simplified the calculation basis for determining the deductible legal reserve. 

i) interest expenses depending on the interest rate. Interest expenses are analyzed primarily in terms of the 

interest rate paid for loans. The deductibility of interest expense is treated differently, depending on the currency in 

which the loan was contracted, as follows: 

- for loans in national currency, interest expenses are deductible within the limits of the interest rate of monetary 

policy of the National Bank of Romania, corresponding to the last month of the quarter; 

- for loans in foreign currency, interest costs are deductible within the limit of 4% rate (amount updated by 

Government decision). 

As long as the interest rates are situated at most at the levels mentioned above, interest expense is fully 

deductible at calculating the profit tax. This is to be analyzed, together with net expenses from foreign exchange 

differences, depending on the leverage. 

j) adjustments for depreciation of receivables expenses, registered under the applicable accounting regulations 

(known as provisions in the old Tax Code; the new Code has adapted to changes from the accounting legislation, 

calling them adjustments) are deductible on profit tax calculation within a limit of 30% of their value, other than those 

which are regulated separately, if receivables meet the following conditions: 

1. are not collected within a period exceeding 270 days from the due date; 

2. there are not guaranteed by another person; 

3. are owed by a person who is not affiliated with the taxpayer. 

k) 50% of the related expenses to motorized road vehicles which are not used exclusively for business purposes, 

with a maximum authorized mass not exceeding 3500 kilograms and not more than nine passenger seats, including 

driver's seat, owned or used by the taxpayer. 

l) the operational costs, maintenance and repairs related to an office located in his own dwelling of a natural 

person, used for personal purposes, are deductible within the limit corresponding of areas available to the company 

based on contracts made between the parties for this purpose. The taxpayer will justify the costs of operation, 

maintenance and repair related to the office with legal documents, such as contracts with utility providers and other 

documents. 

m) the operational costs, maintenance and repairs related to cars used by employees with leadership and 

administrative positions of legal entities, are limited deductible to one car per person, with such attributions. 

 

4.3. Non-deductible expenses 
In addition to the consecrated category of deductible expenses, in the new fiscal code are regulated others 

categories, as follows: 

a) non-deductible interest expenses, which are not reported thereafter. If the leverage is greater than 3, or the 

equity value is negative, interest expenses are non-deductible. 

b) the interest expenses depending on the credit rate. When interest rates are at most at following levels: 
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- for loans in national currency within the limits of the interest rate of monetary policy of the National Bank of 

Romania, corresponding to the last month of the trimester; 

- for loans in foreign currency, interest costs are deductible within the limit of 4% rate (amount updated by 

Government decision). 

Interest expenses which exceed the deductible amount will be considered non-deductible expense. 

c) interest expenses and net losses on deferred foreign exchange differences. These expenses are not deductible 

as a result of exceeding the indebtedness or because of the negative equity value. Those are reported in the following 

period, until the conditions (indebtedness under 3 and positive equity) allow their full deductibility. 

d)expenses of sponsorship and/or patronage, expenses related to private scholarships, granted by law. Taxpayers 

who make sponsorships and/or patronage, under the law, as well as those granting private scholarships, under the law, 

deduct the amounts related from payable income tax at the level of the minimum value between the following: 

- the amount calculated by applying a 0.5% to the turnover; 

- the amount representing 20% of the payable income tax. 

It is noted the increase of the percentage applied to the turnover (previously it was 0.3%). Is kept the rule 

according to which the amounts that are not deducted from the profit tax shall be carried forward in the next 

consecutive seven years. Recovery of these amounts will be in the order of their registration, under the same 

conditions, every time the profit tax is paid. 

e) expenses from revaluation of intangible assets/fixed assets, where, as a result of carrying out a revaluation 

according to the applicable accounting regulations, there is a decrease in their value. The introduction of the situation is 

remarkable of the revaluation of intangible assets. In addition, the new fiscal code spokes about revaluation and not 

depreciation. 

f) expenses with fees, contributions and dues to non-governmental organizations or professional associations 

that are related to work undertaken by taxpayers that exceeds the lei equivalent of 4,000 euros annually, other than 

those prescribed by law and the registration fees, fees and contributions owed to the chambers of commerce and 

industry, employers' organizations and trade union organizations. 

It should be noted that the new Tax Code excludes from the category of non-deductible expenses the following: 

a) interest, penalties for delay and penalties owed to romanian or foreign authorities, as a result of the initiation 

of contracts with them. In this regard, authority means romanian or foreign institutions, bodies and authorities from 

Romania and from abroad, seeking to collect fines, interest, surcharges and penalties for late, running confiscation, 

according to the law. 

b) expenses related to value added tax on goods given to employees in the form of benefits in nature, if their 

value was not taxed through withholding. 

c) expenditure recorded in the accounts that are not based on an accompanying document, according to the law, 

through which to show the evidence of the entry into management, according to the rules; 

d) expenses incurred by agricultural societies, established under the law, for the right to use agricultural land 

brought by the associate members, over the distribution qouta  from the production obtained from the use of the land, 

provided in the partnership or association agreement; 

e) expenditure on contributions paid over the limits or which are not covered by normative documents; 

f) expenses for insurance premiums paid by the employer on behalf of employee that are not included in taxable 

income of the employee. These shall be taxed at the employee. 

g) other salary expenses and / or assimilated to them that are not taxed at the employee. 

h) expenses from revaluation of intangible assets, if, as a result of performing a revaluation by the taxpayers, 

which apply the accounting regulations in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards, is recorded a 

decrease in their value; 

i) expenses from revaluation of fixed assets, if, as a result of performing a revaluation by the taxpayers, which 

apply the accounting regulations in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards, is recorded a decrease 

in their value. 

 

5. Conclusion 
For determining the result of the activity, a particular importance presents the delimitation of all incomes and 

expenses, gains or losses, even those which are not included in the profit and loss account, but only in equity. 

With the entry into enforcement of the new Tax Code, it was clarified the analysis mode of the tdeductibility of 

expenses. Concretely, according to this normative act, deductible are all the expenses incurred for business purposes. 
Thereby, through the new tax regulations, it is established that all the expenses incurred for business purposes are 

deductible, except those that are deductible within the limit or not-deductible, listed expressly by the legislation. Also, 

throught the new Fiscal Code was eliminated the illustrative list of deductible expenses, which often created confusion 

because it was interpreted as a exhaustive list by the tax inspectors. The new provisions expressly indicate that 

deductible expenses are those incurred for business purposes (it was replaced the phrase "the purpose of making taxable 

incomes"), except those that are deductible within the limit or not deductible, expressly listed. 

The demarcation of the expenses and the revenues, that are the basis for determining the result of the exercise, 

are performed inside the enterprise, being influenced by a number of factors that contribute to their relativity and to 

their distortion, such as the subjectivism of the accounting information producers, limits and inconsistencies between 
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certain accounting principles, estimates and adjustments oriented to the dimensioning of the net result, legislative 

imperfections. 
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